The Shift Checkpoint
20 July 2018
Readers of TheAmendment.net going back > 6 years now, will recall many posts about The
Shift, which is also now being referred to as The Event. Boy oh boy, do we humans love dates,
calendars and schedules, or what?
I ask The Committee to update us on recent and upcoming events, as we enter Phase II of The
Shift.
Q:
Esteemed Committee, we return to the core questions which dominated this website
during its beginnings. You all recently told me that Earth is now entering Phase II of The Shift.
How many phases are there?
C:
Several, and you will know the number and extent when they are finished.
Q:
Like economic cycles, we can only determine the end at a certain point or time after that
happens?
C:
Yes, change is relative and it emerges when comparisons can be made.
Q:
When did Phase I begin and end?
C:
The beginning was in the 1990s and the ending about 2013. Events increased steadily
over the period of fifteen to eighteen years and calmed down rather quickly.
Q:
Geophysical events are the big item most people notice, even though I'd say many people
are not aware of a pattern or trend, and certainly not aware of what is The Shift. Can you name
several big items of Phase I?
C:
The September 11, 2001 attacks, the fall of Saddam Hussein's regime, New Zealand and
Japan earth and seaquakes in 2011, the Indian Ocean seaquakes and tsunamis of 2004, the
earthquake in Chile in 2010 and Hurricanes Katrina and Ike in 2005 and 2008.
Q:
C:

How about Hurricane Harvey in 2017?
This was a Phase II event.

Q:
C:

Phase II began when?
2016 approximately.

Q:
No doubt many observers of such events can point to other geophysical occurrences
outside these dates, or others within each phase, which might easily be used to dispel the notions
of a pattern or a shift.
C:
The Shift is not solely geophysical and you are correct. The main effect is mentally
energetic.
Q:
C:

My website began in 2012, was this a part of it?
Yes. A forecast it could be called. Now, a running record it is.

Q:
How about drug abuse and death epidemics, increased suicides within versus otherwise
steady death rates and the recent Hawaii volcanic eruptions?
C:
Phase II events.
Q:

Venezuela's collapse? Illegal alien crises in the USA? Trump?Brexit?

C:

Also.

Q:
When does Phase II end and how long will the "calm" period last, as there was from
2013 to 2016?
C:
You should expect to see a shorter but more intense period now, ending in 2022 or 2023.
The pace and intensity of geophysical events will not be materially more acute, however there
will be more shifts in human thinking, behavior and expression. The recent meetings between the
USA's president and the leaders of North Korea and Russia are examples of social energy
changes.
Q:
The vitriol surrounding these meetings is eye watering sometimes. It overwhelms the
more analytical observations.
C:
Humans now struggle with the notions of free expression in ways not seen since Atlantis,
and it is because of this, we prompted you to make the acerbic comments you did, during the
most recent interview you gave.
Q:
I gave one pointed example to grab attention. I wasn't bitter or acerbic.
C:
We gave it to you. Humans display still, what we have described several times before; a
habit, often automatic and assumed without examination or introspection, that a reacting person
bears nearly no responsibility for her or his reaction. S/he seeks to place this responsibility, the
credit or the blame, upon the speaker by way of assumed popular attitudes.
This is the default human perspective, and is incorrect. It is undergoing a shift, change and
modification. You own your reaction; you cannot buy, sell or exchange it or give ownership of it
to the speaker and simultaneously maintain control of the dialogue. You can control your ideas,
and you can express them. You likewise control your reactions.
The notions of free speech and protections for it apply to what is deemed unpopular, often
despicable, filthy or disgusting. Humans struggle with this still.
There exist no Thought Police, much as humans seek to propagate such practices.
Q:
C:

Political Correctness?
Excellent example.

Q:
Thoughts precede behavior, and are often good indicators of what is coming.
C:
This absolves not a thinker from the responsibility of the act, but also does not make a
thought into an act. When humans begin to consistently enforce rules of behavior yet encourage
free thought and expression, so will The Shift be complete. It is about this. This is the axis upon
which events now turn, across the galaxy.
Q:
Where instant telepathy reigns, is the concept even valid? Such as in Heaven, as souls?
C:
As we have often said, and as have said many others, you have incarnated on Earth to
remember who you are. You are completely accepted in Heaven, and you likewise accept
everything around you. Your thoughts create your reality, as instantly as you wish it to be. Your
thoughts likewise dissolve your reality, by your sole choice. You cannot conceal your thinking,
as no other soul conceals thoughts from you.
Humans innately understand the delay and learn to attempt intervention in the interim. The desire
to control surroundings is both a challenge and an opportunity.

Pursue what you prefer, avoid what you dislike, is the human theme. This richness of human life
is the management of the delay.
Q:
Why is the desire to control surroundings a challenge?
C:
Because you can and have achieved limited physical success, however humans do not
easily recognize or accept that often it cannot be done. This is the opportunity to examine
reactions, not just to have them. Most humans express them only, and do not consider the
reasons. Most reasons for human reactions are good, sometimes they are not beneficial. These
can and should be considered. Often that observation and analysis occurs after the reaction is far
complete and distant.
This is called memory, but memories are clues towards learning examination of preferences
before circumstances reveal them. Follow these clues.
Q:
What Shift-related changes will humans experience as events continue to unfold?
C:
Current distractions, so vigorously pursued by so many, will fade from interest in large
ways. We refer to much of what is considered entertainment or a pastime. We also say, the
emphasis placed upon material possessions will fade, as concerns for image and reactions also
drop far lower on the rungs of the human societal ladders they now dominate.
Many humans have blocked their ascent to the top of the stairs with obstacles constructed of
pride, self-esteem from possessions, anger, frustration and physical pain & pleasures.
There is nothing inherently wrong with possessions, or creating them. This exists all over the
galaxy and always will. The challenge humans face and will change with the shift, is the
attraction to these things. The emotional reasons humans attach value to things not necessary for
health, physical well being and contented happiness.
The Shift energies will curtail travel and the movement of material resources. Many, many things
now produced and consumed because of and with these factors, will become unavailable to
anyone or be only available to a few among you. A watch movement in a watchcase made from
solid gold alloy works no better or worse than inside one made of steel. Preferences for color,
physical resistance and durability, design and beauty are either partially or completely subjective.
Limited resources to either purchase or make items will cause many to no longer be produced.
Faced with these constraints, behaviors then thoughts will change.
The concepts of advancement, now assumed as automatic and necessary to & for your human
physical development, will come under specific scrutiny not typically given in the current
environment.
Q:
Do our alien ET visitor cousins have greater or lesser desire for material goods?
C:
Far less. Function prevails over form or subjective preference, to a great, great extent.
Wealth is having the mind become as sharp as possible. The richest among your alien ET cousins
have few physical possessions to demonstrate their bounty. Value is seen as worthy because it is
earned.
Q:
Stealing things to sell, to then use the money for something else, is not common?
C:
Among your alien ET cousins, you will be shown that this does not exist in their
societies. There is no money or anonymous form of physical value exchange, what you call cash.
There exist things you would consider to be similar to money as humans now employ, however
there is transparency for all who wish to see the amounts.

Q:
That concept, much less its placement into practice, would be a really intriguing thing to
see done on Earth.
C:
In the lifetimes of the many of you reading these words, you will see these ideas take
hold on Earth, at least the initial stages of the process. You will also likely be shown a good deal
of history of such changes as they took place in the civilizations of your alien ET cousins, the
ones who visit Earth.
Q:
C:

Esteemed Committee, thank you for this update.
Our pleasure, as always we say. Do return, all and one.

